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SUPREME COURT RULE 33

Rule 32. Models, Diagrams, Exhibits, and Lodgings
1. Models, diagrams, and exhibits of material forming part
of the evidence taken in a case and brought to this Court for
its inspection shall be placed in the custody of the Clerk at
least two weeks before the case is to be heard or submitted.
2. All models, diagrams, exhibits, and other items placed
in the custody of the Clerk shall be removed by the parties
no more than 40 days after the case is decided. If this is
not done, the Clerk will notify counsel to remove the articles
forthwith. If they are not removed within a reasonable
time thereafter, the Clerk will destroy them or dispose of
them in any other appropriate way.
3. Any party or amicus curiae desiring to lodge non-record material with the Clerk must set out in a letter, served
on all parties, a description of the material proposed for lodging and the reasons why the non-record material may properly be considered by the Court. The material proposed for
lodging may not be submitted until and unless requested by
the Clerk.

Rule 33. Document Preparation: Booklet Format; 81 /2by 11-Inch Paper Format
1. Booklet Format: (a) Except for a document expressly
permitted by these Rules to be submitted on 81/2- by 11-inch
paper, see, e. g., Rules 21, 22, and 39, every document filed
with the Court shall be prepared in a 61/8- by 91/4-inch booklet
format using a standard typesetting process (e. g., hot metal,
photocomposition, or computer typesetting) to produce text
printed in typographic (as opposed to typewriter) characters.
The process used must produce a clear, black image on white
paper. The text must be reproduced with a clarity that
equals or exceeds the output of a laser printer.
(b) The text of every booklet-format document, including
any appendix thereto, shall be typeset in a Century family
(e. g., Century Expanded, New Century Schoolbook, or Century Schoolbook) 12-point type with 2-point or more leading
between lines. Quotations in excess of 50 words shall be
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indented. The typeface of footnotes shall be 10-point type
with 2-point or more leading between lines. The text of the
document must appear on both sides of the page.
(c) Every booklet-format document shall be produced on
paper that is opaque, unglazed, and not less than 60 pounds
in weight, and shall have margins of at least three-fourths of
an inch on all sides. The text field, including footnotes, may
not exceed 41/8 by 71/8 inches. The document shall be bound
firmly in at least two places along the left margin (saddle
stitch or perfect binding preferred) so as to permit easy
opening, and no part of the text should be obscured by the
binding. Spiral, plastic, metal, or string bindings may not
be used. Copies of patent documents, except opinions, may
be duplicated in such size as is necessary in a separate
appendix.
(d) Every booklet-format document shall comply with the
word limits shown on the chart in subparagraph 1(g) of this
Rule. The word limits do not include the questions presented, the list of parties and the corporate disclosure statement, the table of contents, the table of cited authorities, the
listing of counsel at the end of the document, or any appendix. The word limits include footnotes. Verbatim quotations required under Rule 14.1(f) and Rule 24.1(f), if set out
in the text of a brief rather than in the appendix, are also
excluded. For good cause, the Court or a Justice may grant
leave to file a document in excess of the word limits, but
application for such leave is not favored. An application to
exceed word limits shall comply with Rule 22 and must be
received by the Clerk at least 15 days before the filing date
of the document in question, except in the most extraordinary circumstances.
(e) Every booklet-format document shall have a suitable
cover consisting of 65-pound weight paper in the color indicated on the chart in subparagraph 1(g) of this Rule. If a
separate appendix to any document is filed, the color of its
cover shall be the same as that of the cover of the document
it supports. The Clerk will furnish a color chart upon request. Counsel shall ensure that there is adequate contrast

